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Abstract 
Introduction 
A dyslexic and a normal subject were screened for the presence and extent of "Scotopic Sensitivity 
Syndrome," and examined using visual evoked response (VER) testing. 
Methods 
Both were given two lrlen acetate overlays by an lrlen screener: one being the most beneficial and one 
being non-beneficial. A flicker masking technique was used to record the integrity of the magnocellular 
pathway in both subjects. VERs were recorded with the acetates under flicker- and non-flicker mask 
conditions. 
Results 
A magnocellular defect was found in the dyslexic subject but not in the normal subject. When tested with 
the beneficial overlay, the magnocellular defective subject had increased N1-P1 and P1-N2 amplitudes, 
increased N1-P1 latency differences, and decreased P1-N2 latency differences as compared to the no 
overlay condition. The nonbeneficial overlay also produced these effects, but to a lesser extent. No 
beneficial effect of the overlays was found for . the normal subject. Decreased luminance produced by 
doubling overlay density was found to decrease N1-P1 times, increase P1-N2 times, and decrease N1-P1 
and P1- N2 amplitudes for the normal reader's VER. Decreased luminance, caused by doubling overlay 
density, increased N1-P1 times, decreased P1-N2 times, and increased N1-P1 and P1-N2 amplitudes in 
the VER of the dyslexic subject. 
Discussion 
"Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome" may be objectively diagnosed by using the VER to asses the 
magnocellular defects that seem to accompany it. Potentiation of the magnocellular pathway is possible 
with colored filters, as indicated by the fact that the beneficial acetate produced a more "normal" VER in 
the dyslexic subject. A proposed mechanism of action for the overlay in magnocellular defective 
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A dyslexic and a normal subject were screened for the presence and 
extent of "Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome," and examined using visual 
evoked response (VER) testing. 
Methods 
Both were given two lrlen acetate overlays by an lrlen screener: one 
being the most beneficial and one being non-beneficial. A flicker masking 
technique was used to record the integrity of the magnocellular pathway 
in both subjects. VERs were recorded with the acetates under flicker- and 
non-flicker mask conditions. 
Results 
A magnocellular defect was found in the dyslexic subject but not in 
the normal subject. When tested with the beneficial overlay, the 
magnocellular defective subject had increased N1-P1 and P1-N2 
amplitudes, increased N1-P1 latency differences, and decreased P1-N2 
latency differences as compared to the no overlay condition. The non-
beneficial overlay also produced these effects, but to a lesser extent. No 
beneficial effect of the overlays was found for . the normal subject. 
Decreased luminance produced by doubling overlay density was found to 
decrease N1-P1 times, increase P1-N2 times, and decrease N1-P1 and P1-
N2 amplitudes for the normal reader's VER. Decreased luminance, caused 
by doubling overlay density, increased N1-P1 times, decreased P1-N2 
times, and increased N1-P1 and P1-N2 amplitudes in the VER of the 
dyslexic subject. 
Discussion 
"Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome" may be objectively diagnosed by 
using the VER to asses the magnocellular defects that seem to accompany 
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it. Potentiation of the magnocellular pathway is possible with colored 
filters, as indicated by the fact that the beneficial acetate produced a 
more "normal" VER in the dyslexic subject. A proposed mechanism of 
action for the overlay in magnocellular defective individuals could involve 
modification of the magnocellular input to the VER. 
Key Words 
Dyslexia, reading disability, lrlen, VER, magnocellular, parvocellular, 
color, overlays, scotopic sensitivity syndrome, flicker masking 
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Dyslexia is a generic diagnosis applied to a broad category of 
reading disabilities that are poorly understood and not precisely described 
in the literature. Typically the term refers to an impairment in reading 
ability that occurs despite normal intelligence, good visual acuity, 
adequate motivation, and reading instruction. Treatment of dyslexia and 
other reading disabilities has proven difficult and has met with limited 
success. 
One of the most controversial techniques for improving reading in 
patients with dyslexia and reading disabilities was developed by Helen 
lrlen. She found that some individuals with reading disabilities, including 
dyslexia, had symptoms of what she called "Scotopic Sensitivity 
Syndrome" (SSS). lrlen defines SSS as a perceptual problem presenting 
with five symptoms: a desire to read in dim lighting (light sensitivity), 
problems with high contrast print (inadequate background 
accommodation), letters moving or shimmering on the page (poor print 
resolution), difficulty in reading groups of letters (restricted span of 
recognition), and an inability to work for sustained periods of time (lack 
of sustained attention). (1) She has determined that the symptoms of SSS 
can be reduced by using specially colored spectacle or overlay filters. 
Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome 
lrlen's diagnosis and treatment of SSS is a two step process. The 
first step includes the administration of a series of simple subjective 
tests called the lrlen Differential Perceptual Schedule (lOPS) by a 
certified lrlen Institute screener. (2) On the basis of the lOPS results, the 
screener classifies the subject as having low, moderate, or high SSS. The 
screener then determines if a colored acetate overlay will help the 
subject, and the color of the overlay that will provide the most benefit. 
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If the screener determines that the overlay's benefit is high enough, 
the second step in the process occurs later. In this second step, the 
determination of the specific color and density of spectacle lens filters is 
made. lrlen has indicated that the final spectacle lens color could differ 
significantly from the acetate color deemed to be the most beneficial. 
lrlen is unsure of the cause of SSS, but proposes that it is possibly 
an inherited structural defect leading to inappropriate processing in the 
brain . (1) She is also unsure about the mechanism of action of the colored 
filters, but postulates that they may remove "troublesome 
wavelengths." (1) 
M and P Pathways 
Recent research into the causes of reading disabilities and dyslexia 
has focused on Magnocellular (M) and Parvocellular (P) visual pathways. 
The M portion of the primate optic tract and lateral geniculate nucleus 
(LGN) are characterized by large cells and axons that conduct rapidly, give 
transient responses, and have receptive fields distributed uniformly 
across the retinotopic map. (3-6) In primates, M-cells respond best to 
high temporal flicker rates (i.e., fast flicker), (7, 8) low contrast, (9, 1 0) 
and low spatial frequencies (big shapes). (11) M cells signal information 
about luminosity, not color. ( 11-13) M cells constitute 10% of the total 
visual pathway and are characterized by large receptive fields. (3) 
Cells in the M pathway are functionally separate from those in the P 
pathway. P pathway cells are characterized by smaller axons that conduct 
slowly. P cells have sustained responses and receptive fields 
concentrated in the macular area. (3-6) The parvocellular cells generally 
respond best to low flicker rates and high spatial frequencies (fine 
detail) . (8) Many code for color vision (i.e., have color opponentcy). (8) P 
cells represent 80% of the total retinal ganglion population. (3) 
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Abnormal Relationships Between M and P Pathways 
Problems due to magnocellular pathway defects are reported in 
subjects with several different conditions including glaucoma, (33-36) 
Alzheimer's disease, (37) chronic schizophrenia, (38-39) amblyopia, (40-
43) and strabismus. (44) Most of these reports indicate that subjects 
with magnocellular problems have normal Snellen acuities, but have 
difficulties in detecting low spatial frequency targets, reduced contrast 
sensitivity for low spatial frequencies, ( 14-17) longer durations of visual 
persistence, (18-20) decreased flicker sensitivity, (17) and decreased 
flicker masking effects. (20-21) 
Generally, the magnocellular system detects motion in peripheral 
fields, and has been linked to modification of P cell input at the 
cortex . (22) Garzia and Nicholson postulate that magnocellular pathway 
activity during a saccade erases the previously foveated information, 
making the P pathway ready to accept a new stimulus. (24) Magnocellular 
defects may compromise this process, making reading confusing and 
inefficient. 
Patients with magnocellular defects also have trouble perceiving 
rapidly moving stimuli, especially in the periphery. Brannan and Williams 
showed that subjects with a magnocellular defect couldn't accurately 
localize objects two degrees to the right of the fovea. (23) Studies of the 
effects of lesions in the magnocellular layers of the LGN of the macaque 
monkey support these results, in that damage to normal magnocellular 
layers caused reduced visibility of moving stimuli, reduced detection of 
low contrast stimuli, reduced perception of high temporal frequency 
stimuli, and reduced perception of low spatial frequency stimuli. (50) 
Perceptual problems attributed to magnoceUular defects include selective 
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attention deficits, long visual search times, slow visual processing of 
words and symbols, and impaired figure-ground perception. (49) 
Magnocellular dysfunctions have recently been shown to occur in 
dyslexic individuals. Livingstone, et al. have shown that, upon autopsy, 
the magnocellular layers of the LGN in dyslexic subjects were 
anatomically smaller and more disorganized than those of normal 
subjects. (25) They also showed that dyslexics had abnormal VERs to low 
contrast stimuli, but normal responses to high contrast stimuli. 
These results were supported by Lehmkuhle, et al. who measured 
VERs with differing check sizes and flicker surrounds to reveal M cell 
deficits in dyslexics. (26) They found that the VERs of normal subjects 
increased in latency and decreased in amplitude when a flickering 
surround mask was presented. In normals this flicker mask shifted the 
VER toward the slower parvocellular pathway and away from the 
magnocellular pathway. In dyslexics, VER latencies stayed constant, but 
amplitudes decreased, indicating that the magnocellular contribution to 
the VER was already diminished. 
The M pathway deficit causes the M cell responses to visual stimuli 
to be slower than normal. Maunsell and Gibson have shown that M cell 
damage delays the first 7 to 10 milliseconds of cortical activation. (28) 
These slowed signals from the M cells may interrupt and overlap normal P 
cell processing, thereby causing perceptual problems. (49) 
The magnocellular defects discussed above suggest several possible 
mechanisms for the action of lrlen filters. Blurring of images and causing 
contrast reduction for high spatial frequencies with frosted acetates has 
been shown to produce improved eye movements and visual processing in 
reading disabled subjects. (49) The effect of this reduction in high 
spatial frequency processing supposedly alters the timing of the P 
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pathway, restoring a separation in time between the M and P pathways 
that allows more normal information processing. lrlen overlays have a 
diffusing coating on one side that may act in a similar manner. 
Stimulus color can also modify M and P cell pathway function. 
Breitmeyer, et al. showed that red colors can reduce M pathway 
function. (45) Williams, Breitmeyer, and Lovegrove found that blue filters 
increased the rate of the information processing and transmission in the 
M pathway, whereas red filters improved P pathway function. {11) 
Solman, Dain and Keech found that an appropriately colored filter enhanced 
weak transient processing in . reading defective subjects. {48) Williams, 
Lecluyse and Rock-Facheux have proposed that colored filters cause an 
increase in magnocellular processing by realigning the timing of the 
defective magnocellular pathway to place it more in synchrony with the 
parvocellular pathway. (46) 
Goals 
The purpose of this study was twofold. First, VER examination 
techniques described by Lehmkuhle, et al. were used to evaluate M and P 
processing in a dyslexic and a normal subject. Second, the effects of lrlen 
acetates on the visual processing of the subjects were compared to 
objectively assess the value of the lrlen acetate overlays. 
METHODS 
Subjects 
Both subjects were matched for gender, correctable visual acuity, 
and professional education level. The dyslexic subject had a moderate to 
high level of SSS, and the normal subject had a low SSS level. Neither 
subject had a history of epilepsy or other health problems. 
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JJ, a 26 year old subject, was diagnosed with dyslexia in 1991 on 
the basis of data from the Wechsler Adult Intelligent Scale-Revised 
(WAIS-R) and the Woodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational Battery-Revised 
(WJ-R) tests. He scored in the high average to superior range for 
intellectual skills but suffered from a disability for written language. 
The Dyslexia Determination Test (DDT) indicated marked, severe 
diseidetic dyslexia with borderline normal dysphonesia. Diseidesia is a 
type of dyslexia characterized by poor word sight recognition; in this 
condition unknown words are spelled phonetically. This is differentiated 
from disphonesia, which is a type of dyslexia characterized by poor 
phonetic syllabication; in this condition unknown words are spelled in a 
nonsense fashion. JJ had difficulty with primary skills necessary for 
reading and word processing. 
JJ had unaided visually acuities of 20/10 OD, OS, and OU at distance, 
and 20/20 00, OS, OU at near. He had unremarkable visual health and 
visual status, except for accommodative infacility and reduced vergence 
ranges. He had 20 arc seconds of stereopsis as measured by the Aviator 
Series and the Randot. 
Reading had always been difficult for JJ. He frequently skipped 
lines during reading, and large, new words were difficult to comprehend. 
Because he had difficulty understanding or reading college level material, 
he typically learned new material by listening to audio tapes played at 
high speeds using a variable speed tape player. JJ spelled at a third grade 
level, decoded at a junior high school level, and typically dictated to 
someone when writing was necessary. He was very good at math. At the 
time of the testing, JJ was a second year optometry student. 
JJ reported life-long problems with directionality and laterality; 
this was confirmed by the Gardner Left-Right Reversal Frequency Test on 
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which he scored at an eight year old level. Results from the Beery Visual 
Motor Test indicated troubles in using vision to organize his environment; 
he had a fourteen to fifteen year equivalency. Visual memory, visual 
sequential memory, figure ground, visual closure, visual form constancy, 
visual spatial relationships and visual discrimination as measured on the 
Test of Visual Perceptual Skills (TVPS) were above eleven to twelve year 
equivalencies. He was found to have decreased eye movement skills as 
measured by both the Visagraph Computerized Eye Movement Test (2.5 
grade equivalent), and the Groffman Sentence Copy Test (eight year old 
equivalent). Some improvement after fifteen weeks of visual training 
occurred in all areas, with a decrease in eye strain and an improvement in 
reading ability. His dyslexic symptoms, however, did not decrease after 
this training. 
MS was a normal 29 year old subject who had no history of any 
reading problems. He scored in the superior range for intellectual skills 
and written language skills on the WAIS-R test. The Dyslexia Screener 
and the Adult Dyslexia Determination Test were negative for dyslexia. MS 
reported that he never had trouble with reading or mathematics. At the 
time of testing, MS was a second year optometry student. 
MS was correctable to 20/15+ OD, OS and OU with spectacles or 
contact lenses at distance, and 20/20 00, OS, and OU at near. After a full 
optometric exam, no need for vision therapy was found, and all 
developmental skills were normal. 
Phase 1: lrlen Testing 
In the first phase of the project, both subjects were evaluated by a 
trained lrlen screener to determine the presence or absence of SSS. The 
screener was not informed as to the reading ability of either subject. She 
was instructed to determine the degree of SSS for each subject using the 
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standard lrlen Institute techniques. Then she determined the acetate 
overlay color and density that increased the performance for each subject, 
and found an lrlen acetate overlay that had the least (or most detrimental) 
effect on reading. 
Phase II: VER Testing 
Stimuli 
The stimulus used for recording VERs was modeled after that used 
by Lehmkuhle, et al. (26) The stimulus pattern consisted of high contrast 
black and white checks subtending a visual angle of 0.5 cycles per degree 
(CPO) diagonally with a visual acuity demand of 20/1280. They were 
generated using an Apple lie and phase-reversed at 1.88 Hz. The checks 
were displayed on a Zenith RGB monitor model ZVM135, with refresh rate 
of 50 Hz. A large piece of matte white poster-board (overall size 73 em x 
115 em) covered all the monitor face except the central 5 degrees. lrlen 
acetates were placed in front of the monitor screen (behind the poster-
board surround) so that only the checks were affected by the color of the 
acetate overlay. A steady surround condition was produced by projecting 
fluorescent lighting onto the poster-board. Using visual observation, the 
uniform field background was set equal to the mean luminance of the 
monitor's stimuli pattern. 
A flickering surround condition was generated by directing a Grass 
P$22 photo stimulator, positioned 110 em behind, above, and to the right 
of the subject, onto the poster-board in a darkened room. The Grass photo 
stimulator projected a 12 Hz flicker mask (intensity level 4) onto the 
poster-board. The flicker was not synchronized to the reversal of the 
checkerboard, and was presented continuously throughout each flicker 
mask condition. Using visual observation, the luminance of the flickering 
surround and the checkerboard stimuli were equalized. 
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A 2 mm by 2 mm red dot was placed at the center of the 
checkerboard for use as a fixation target. 
The subjects viewed the stimulus under three conditions: with no 
overlying acetate, with the acetate the lrlen screener found to be most 
beneficial, and with the acetate the lrlen screener found to be least 
beneficial. Each of these conditions was presented without the flicker 
mask and again with it on. Therefore, there were six testing conditions 
for each subject: 1) a steady background with a target of 0.5 CPO with no 
acetate, 2) a uniform field flicker background with a target of 0.5 CPO 
with no acetate, 3) a steady background with a target of 0.5 CPO with a 
beneficial acetate, 4) a uniform field flicker background with a target of 
0.5 CPO with beneficial acetate, 5) a steady background with a target of 
0.5 CPO with an inappropriate acetate, 6} and a uniform field flicker 
background with a target of 0.5 CPO with an inappropriate acetate. 
Experimental Procedure 
Four recording sessions on four different days were conducted with 
each subject; each session lasted approximately 1.5 hours (including the 
time required to fit electrodes). During recordings the subject was 
comfortably seated in an exam chair 75 em from the monitor with his eyes 
in the plane of the fixation target. Subjects were instructed to look at 
the fixation spot during each trial, to blink normally, and to tell the 
examiners if a break was needed. Each trial took one to two minutes. One 
to two minutes elapsed between trials while testing conditions changed, 
and the subjects were instructed to either close their eyes or to read 
magazines to prevent adaptation to the target stimulus. 
The sequence of testing conditions was reversed between 
consecutive recording sessions to compensate for any fatigue factors. 
Steady surround and flicker mask conditions were alternated to aid in 
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subject comfort because the flicker mask caused some distress. To rule 
out the presence of any artifacts, VERs were also recorded with the 
subject's eyes closed in both flicker and non-flicker conditions in each 
session. 
Recording Procedures 
Each subject was fitted with four silver chloride cup electrodes: 
one was placed 1 to 2 em above the occipital protuberance (OZ), and one 
was placed on the forehead 1 to 2 em above the center of an eyebrow; 
ground and reference electrodes were placed with one on each mastoid. 
The electrode placed on the forehead detected blinks, and signaled the 
data collection computer to reject data from that epoch. Impedance 
readings from all the electrodes before testing measured below 5.0 
kilohms. 
Signals from the electrodes passed through Gould isolation 
amplifiers (model 11-4123-01) and were processed by a AST Bravo 
486/25 computer. Recordings from the OZ were amplified 20,000 times. 
The eye blink signals were amplified 1 ,000 times. Activity from all 
electrodes was monitored on an oscilloscope. On-line digitalization, 
storage, and analysis of electroencephalographic activity were done with 
the 486/25 computer using ASYST software. Each epoch lasted 256 msec 
and the sampling rate was 1000 Hz. Each VER consisted of the ensemble 
average of 200 epochs. The first 25 milliseconds of data in the VER was 
used to set the baseline to zero. This allowed better measurement of 
relative amplitudes. VER recordings for the same experimental condition 
from different days were combined to form a grand average VER that 
represented a compilation of 600 epochs per condition. Hard copies of the 
VER signals were made on a Hewlett Packard 7475A plotter. 
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RESULTS 
lrlen Screener Results 
Using the lrlen Differential Perceptual Schedule, the lrlen screener 
found JJ to have moderate to high SSS. He had the most benefit from two 
overlapping lrlen turquoise acetates and the least benefit from the lrlen 
goldenrod filter. Subjectively, JJ felt his symptoms were most reduced 
by the two turquoise acetates, but felt that the goldenrod acetate also 
reduced his symptoms slightly. 
In later testing at the lrlen Institute in Longbeach, California, JJ 
was diagnosed as having high SSS. After this evaluation, he received lrlen 
spectacles with copper colored lenses that he reported to reduce his 
symptoms, but not enough to wear continuously. 
The screener scored MS as having a low level of SSS on the IDPS. 
She felt that MS showed no improvement with any of the colored lrlen 
acetates, and preferred reading without an overlying acetate. MS 
subjectively found little difference in reading with the colored acetate 
overlays, but when pressed to choose a color, he subjectively preferred 
the green acetate, and felt the peach color had the most detrimental 
effect on his reading ability. 
Flicker Mask Amplitude Results 
By replicating Lehmkuhle's flicker masking technique, M cell 
function was evaluated for both subjects. Table 1 presents amplitude and 
latency data for each subject. 
Amplitudes and latencies for three data points on the VER wave form 
were measured for each stimulus presentation. N1 is the first significant 
negative point on the VER, often occurring 50 to 80 milliseconds after 
stimulus presentation. P1 is the most positive data point on the VER and 
often occurs 100 to 150 milliseconds after stimulus presentation. N2 
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often occurs between 160 to 200 milliseconds after stimulus 
presentation. 
The difference in amplitude and latency between points N1 and P1, 
and between P1 and N2 was calculated to assess the effects of the flicker 
masking and colored acetate overlays. N1-P1 amplitude is the amplitude 
from the trough of N1 to the peak of P1. P1-N2 amplitude is the amplitude 
from peak of P1 to the trough of N2. N1-P1 and P1-N2 amplitudes were 
more useful than actual N1, P1, and N2 amplitudes alone because they 
were more consistent and less prone to variation than were the individual 
data points. N1-P1 and P1-N2 latency differences were· also calculated. 
Comparison of the effect of flicker masking on each subject's 
amplitudes revealed markedly smaller effects on in JJ's N1-P1 and P1-N2 
amplitudes as compared to MS's. There was little change in JJ's 
amplitudes, which indicated an impairment within his magnocellular 
pathway. As shown in the work of Lehmkuhle , the flicker mask condition 
had a larger effect on the normal reader's amplitude, and illustrated a 
normal effect of the flicker stimulus. (26) 
Percent Change in Amplitude 
It has been suggested that the M cell contribution to the VER in 
dyslexic individuals is diminished because of the anatomic defects in the 
magnocellular pathway. Extending the work of Lehmkuhle, a method for 
evaluating M cell performance was developed to allow simple comparison 
of JJ's and MS's VERs. Without the flicker mask, both M and P cells 
contribute to the VER. It is assumed that the flicker mask will affect the 
magnocellular pathway specifically because it presents a transient, large, 
low contrast target. Because the stimulation of the M cells by the 
flickering surround is not time linked to the recording epochs of the VER 
and thus appears as noise, the M cell signal generated by the flicker is not 
~ 
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represented in the VER recording. In effect, the flicker mask converts the 
VER to a predominantly P cell signal. By subtracting the non-flicker 
condition amplitudes (M and P cell contribution) from the flicker condition 
amplitudes (P cell contribution), the relative M cell contribution to the 
VER is obtained. This value can then divided by the non-flicker condition 
value to give a percentage contribution of M cells to the VER amplitude, 
i.e., ((M cell + P cell) - P cell)* 1 00/(M cell + P cell). This percentage 
should be lower in subjects with magnocellular defects, as compared to 
normals. 
Table 1 presents the percentage of change in amplitude, presumably 
caused by reduction in the magnocellular cell contribution to the VER, for 
all data points produced by flicker masking for JJ and MS. Positive values 
indicate that the non-flicker condition amplitude is larger. Comparing N1, 
· P 1, and N2 percentages suggests the general magnitudes of change induced 
by the flicker condition. MS experiences large changes in amplitude at the 
N1 and N2 data points. JJ and MS have very similar percentages at the P1 
data point, indicating that whatever pathway is represented (presumably 
parvocellular), the responses were nearly identical in MS and JJ. The best 
indication of an M cell deficit was found for the N1-P1 and P1-N2 
amplitude findings. JJ shows clearly diminished magnocellular pathway 
function, with a 27.9% smaller N1-P1 amplitude, and a 33.3% smaller P1-
N2 amplitude than MS. These results demonstrate that the mask affects 
MS's amplitudes more than JJ's. This is consistent with the hypothesis 
that JJ has a defective M pathway. 
Flicker Mask Latency Results 
Latencies for JJ's and MS's VERs are also presented in Table 1. JJ's 
results show a slight increase in latency at all data points with the 
flicker mask. The flicker mask decreased the time between the N1 and P1 
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data points, and increased the time between the data points P1 and N2. N1 
latency decreased by the identical amount as the reduction at N1-P1, 
possibly indicating an early component of the VER signal (possibly 
magnocellular) may have been masked by the flicker. The small N1-P1 
shift found in JJ was consistent with an M cell pathway defect. 
MS had ·a larger latency shift for all data points with the flicker 
mask than did JJ. JJ and MS had the same N1-P1 and P1-N2 latency 
differences produced by the flicker mask stimulus, indicating similar P 
pathway latency times. The difference between the flicker mask 
conditions showed that MS's N 1-P 1 latency difference was two times 
larger than JJ's, while the P1-N2 latency difference was almost three 
times larger than JJ 's. These larger shifts in N 1-P 1 latency and P 1-N2 
latency were consistent with a normal subject's results. 
Percent Change in Latencies 
To calculate the relative change in latency, the non-flicker condition 
latency was subtracted from the corresponding flicker condition value. 
This value was then divided by the non-flicker latency to give a 
percentage change in the VER due to the effect of the flicker mask (M cell 
suppression). This percentage should be lower in subjects with an M 
pathway defect, as compared to normal subjects. Negative values for 
single data point differences indicated that the data point occurred 
earlier in time in the flicker condition than in the non-flicker condition. 
Negative N 1-P1 values indicated a decrease in delay between the N1 and 
P1 data points, and were significant if they occurred concurrently with 
positive N1 and P1 data point latencies. This indicated that magnocellular 
input to the VER had been reduced by the flicker. Negative values for P1-
N2 indicate that less time elapsed between the P1 and N2 data points with 
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the flicker mask. Positive values for P1-N2 indicate increased time 
between P 1 and N2 caused by the flicker mask. 
MS had a larger latency change percentage at N1 than did JJ. This 
indicates a greater effect on MS's magnocellular cells by the flicker mask 
than JJ. The P1 percentage was not significantly different between 
subjects, and the N2 latency increased for both subjects. The best 
indication of an M cell deficit in JJ was found in the N1-P1 and P1-N2 
latency percentages. Both subjects had negative percentages for the N 1-
P1 data points; the time between N1 and P1 decreased 8.02 % for MS but 
only 4.17% for JJ. The P1-N2 time showed a very large increase of 31.44% 
for MS, compared to 9.52% for JJ. These results demonstrate that the 
flicker mask affected MS's latencies more than JJ's. This was consistent 
with the hypothesis that JJ had a defective M pathway. 
Amplitude Results For Colored Overlays 
The double turquoise acetate was selected by the lrlen screener as 
the most beneficial overlay color for reducing JJ's SSS; whereas the 
goldenrod acetate was the least beneficial overlay color. When JJ's VER 
for the double turquoise and goldenrod acetates were compared to the no 
acetate condition without flicker masking, P1 amplitudes differed 
markedly; the overlay significantly affected JJ's VER amplitude. JJ had 
larger N1, P1, and ~1-P1 amplitudes with double turquoise overlays, but 
goldenrod produced only slight changes in amplitudes for all data points. 
The large increases in N1-P1 and P1-N2 amplitudes correlated .with JJ's 
subjective reduction in SSS symptoms produced by the double turquoise 
overlay. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that lrlen 
overlays can affect VERs in diseidetic dyslexic subjects. 
During flicker masking, JJ's VER amplitudes differed less than 
without the flicker mask. Single data points as well as the N 1-P1 and P1-
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N2 amplitude difference for the turquoise and goldenrod overlays showed 
less variation due to the color with the flicker stimulus. This result 
demonstrated that the overlay's affects could be reduced by eliminating 
most of the remainder of JJ's M cells with masking. 
The lrlen screener found green to be the most beneficial color for 
MS, whereas peach was least beneficial. MS had small decreases in 
amplitude at N1 and N2 with the green and peach overlays as compared to 
the no overlay condition without flicker masking. Small decreases in MS's 
N1-P1 and P1-N2 amplitudes were found for both the green and peach 
overlays. These results demonstrated that overlays decreased amplitudes 
for MS without flicker masking. This was consistent with the hypothesis 
that the acetates had no effect (or a detrimental effect) on normal 
readers. 
When MS viewed the checks through the green and peach acetates in 
the flicker mask condition, N1, P1, and N2 amplitudes increased. MS's P1 
amplitudes differed markedly between the no acetate, green acetate and 
peach acetate condition during the flicker mask condition. N1-P1 and P1-
N2 amplitudes also increased with both acetates in the flicker mask 
condition for MS. The green overlay amplitudes increased more than did 
peach amplitudes. With flicker masking, MS showed an artificially 
induced M cell deficit that caused amplitudes to change when different 
colored stimuli were presented. This was very similar to the no flicker 
condition seen with JJ, and suggests that at least some of JJ's SSS 
symptoms can be explained by M cell deficits. 
JJ Vs. MS: Good Overlay Amplitudes 
Effects on the VERs for JJ and MS obtained using the beneficial 
acetate overlay without the flicker mask were very similar. As seen in 
Table 1, only the amplitude of N2 and P 1-N2 differ between the subjects. 
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JJ's double turquoise overlay VER is very similar to MS's green overlay 
VER. This implies that JJ had a more "normal" VER signal with the double 
turquoise acetate than he did with no acetate. 
Table 1 shows the differences between the VERs for JJ and MS with 
the beneficial acetate during the flicker mask condition. Amplitudes of 
N1 and P1 for JJ were slightly smaller than MS's. N2 amplitudes for both 
subjects during the flicker mask condition were identical. The N1-P1 
amplitude for JJ was 1.40 millivolts smaller than MS's, and his P1-N2 
amplitude was smaller by 0.75 millivolts. 
Percent Change In Amplitude Produced By Overlays 
It has been suggested that M cell contribution to the VER in dyslexic 
individuals is diminished because of the anatomic defects in the 
magnocellular pathway. By subtracting the flicker condition VER 
amplitude (P cell dominated VER) from the corresponding non-flicker 
value (M and P cell VER), the relative change in amplitude (attributable to 
the M cells) in the VER was obtained. This value was then divided by the 
non-flicker amplitude (M and P cell VER) to give a percentage change in 
the VER due to the effect of the flicker mask (M cell contribution). This 
percentage should be lower in subjects with an M pathway defect, as 
compared to normal subjects. The percentage changes in amplitude, 
presumably caused by the flicker reducing M cell contribution to the VER 
for Mike and JJ are listed in Table 1 for no acetate, beneficial acetate, and 
non-beneficial acetate overlays. 
JJ's N1-P1 amplitude tripled with the double turquoise overlays 
compared to his no overlay findings (from 11.2% without overlay to 39.6% 
with double turquoise). He showed a small increase with the goldenrod 
N1-P1 (from 11.2% to 16.9%). For P1-N2, the double turquoise acetate 
increased the percentage amplitude from 13.0% to almost 49%, and to 
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almost 40% with the goldenrod acetate. Between the two overlay colors, 
the double turquoise mimicked the amplitude of MS's no-acetate no-
flicker mask results. This would lead to the conclusion that the double 
turquoise would be a better choice of overlay color for JJ than would the 
goldenrod acetate or no acetate. These results suggest that change in JJ's 
VER amplitude in response to changing overlay stimulus without flicker 
masking could be an objective manifestation of his SSS. 
By using the no-acetate M cell percentage as a baseline, MS 
experienced a reduction in amplitude for all data with either of the 
colored overlays. The green acetate caused the greatest decrease in 
amplitude percentages; N1-P1 amplitudes dropped 42.35% and P1-N2 
amplitudes were r·educed 38.9%. The peach acetate caused a reduction of 
33.44% for N1 -P1 and 28.4% for P1-N2. This suggests that overlays can 
have a detrimental effect on the percentage of VER amplitude produced by 
M pathway input on normal subjects like MS. 
Latency Results For Colored Overlays 
Without the flicker mask, JJ's P1, N1-P1 and P1-N2 values were 
affected by the different colored overlays. N1-P1 time increased with 
double turquoise, but decreased with goldenrod. Compared to the no 
acetate condition, the double turquoise overlay increased the P1-N2 
latency, while goldenrod decreased it. The increase in separation between 
the N1, P1 and N2 data points with the double turquoise overlay show that 
overlays can affect VERs, and that the effect is color specific. 
During flicker masking, the double turquoise acetate N1-P1 latency 
difference showed an increase of 3.52 msec. and P1-N2 time showed a 
26.7 msec. decrease. These results matched the hypothesis that increased 
magnocellular function in the VER would be represented as decreased N1 
latency, increased N 1-P 1 latency difference, and decreased P 1-N2 latency 
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difference. The results for the goldenrod overlay had similar effects for 
N 1-P1, but did not reduce the time between P1-N2 to the same degree as 
the double turquoise acetate. Because . these results demonstrated that 
color overlays can modify specific components of VER input, these effects 
were attributed to modification of JJ's M pathway activity. 
For MS, the green acetate was the most beneficial overlay, and the 
peach acetate was the least beneficial. Small reductions in N 1-P1 and 
P1-N2 latency differences were found with both overlay colors. MS's P1 
latencies do not markedly differ between the no acetate, green acetate, 
and peach acetate in the no-flicker conditions. These results show that 
the overlays had a slight affect on MS's VERs, and suggest that the 
latencies of normal subjects are not influenced as dramatically as are the 
latencies of subjects like JJ who have impaired magnocellular function. 
During flicker masking, the green acetate N1-P1 latency difference 
increased 1.51 msec and P1-N2 time decreased 27.19. Results for the 
peach overlay were smaller with no change in N 1-P 1 time and a decrease 
in P1-N2 time of 21.15. These results correlate with MS's subjective 
responses to the overlays. The results indicate that with a temporarily 
induced magnocellular defect, caused by flicker masking, the color of an 
overlay can modify the M cell response in a normal subject. It also 
demonstrates how color overlays can modify specific components of the 
VER. 
Percent Change in Latencies 
By subtracting the flicker condition latency from the corresponding 
non-flicker value, the relative change in latency was obtained. This value 
was then divided by the non-flicker latency to give a percentage change in 
the VER due to the effect of the flicker mask (i.e., the change caused by M 
cell suppression). This percentage should be lower in subjects with an M 
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pathway defect, as compared to normal subjects. Negative values indicate 
that latency differences were shorter in the flicker mask condition as 
opposed to the non-flicker mask condition. Negative N1-P1 values were 
important if they occurred concurrently with increased N1 and P1 
latencies that would indicate magnocellular input to the VER had been 
decreased by the flicker. Positive values for P1-N2 indicate increased 
latency difference caused by the flicker. 
Comparisons of the amount of change in M cell response to colored 
acetates were made using the no acetate condition as a baseline. For MS, 
the flicker mask in the no acetate condition reduced the amount of M cell 
input to the VER at N1-P1 by 8.02% and increased it at P1-N2 by 31.44%. 
Because M cell input could occur early in the VER, the N1-P1 M cell 
percentage was used to indicate the relative M cell contribution to the 
VER. MS's amount of change in M cell response for the green acetate was 
small, with almost no change in M cell response at N1-P1 or P1-N2. This 
result indicates that the green acetate had no significant affect on his 
magnocellular pathway. MS's responses for the peach acetate at N1-P1, 
and P1-N2 indicated an increase in M cell function of 9.38%, and 3.22% 
respectively. 
The effect of the flicker mask for JJ in the no acetate condition 
reduced the N1-P1 difference by 4.17%, and the P1-N2 difference by 9.52%. 
The N1-P1 difference for JJ was almost half that of MS. The double 
turquoise acetate conditions showed that JJ had an 8.53% increase in N 1-
P1 difference, and a increase of 38.7% at P1-N2. This result indicated 
that overlay color can modify and increase the level of M cell function, and 
potentiate the effect of the flicker mask in a diseidetic dyslexic 
individual. The goldenrod acetate condition increased the N 1-P1 
difference by 4.16%, and decreased the P 1-N2 difference 17.1 %. These 
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results show that inappropriate overlay color produced smaller effects 
than did the beneficial overlay. 
Table 1: JJ Vs. MS 
JJ No Acetate N.1 1:.1 N2 N 1-P 1 P1-N2 
Amplitude Flicker Off -1.04 1.90 0.21 2.94 1.69 
Flicker On -1 .40 1 .21 -0.26 2.61 1.47 
Difference 0.36 0.69 0.47 0.33 0.22 
M cell% 34.6 36.3 -224 11 .2 13.0 
JJ Turguoise x2 N.1 1:.1 N2 N 1-P 1 P1-N2 
Amplitude Flicker Off -0.77 2.69 0.01 3.46 2.68 
Flicker On -0.67 1.42 0.05 2.09 1.37 
Difference -0.10 1.27 -0.04 1.37 1.31 
M cell% 13.0 47.2 -400 39.6 48.9 
ll Goldenrod N.1 1:.1 N2 N 1 -P 1 P1-N2 
Amplitude Flicker Off -0.91 2.05 -0.12 2.96 2.17 
Flicker On -1 .05 1.41 0.10 2.46 1.31 
Difference 0.14 0.64 -0.22 0.50 0.86 
M cell% 15.4 31.2 183 16.9 39.63 
MS No Acetate N.1 1:.1 N2 N 1-P1 P1-N2 
Amplitude Flicker Off -0.97 2.51 -0.08 3.48 2.59 
Flicker On -0.47 1.65 0.26 2.12 1.39 
Difference 0.50 0.86 0.34 1.36 1.20 
M cell% 515 34.3 425 39.1 46.3 
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MS Green N1 ti N2 N 1-P 1 P1-N2 
Amplitude Flicker Off -0.75 2.63 0.34 3.38 2.29 
Flicker On -1 .32 2.17 0.05 3.49 2.12 
Difference 0.57 0.46 0.29 -0. 11 0.17 
M cell% -76.0 17.5 85.3 -3.25 7.4 
MS Peach N.1 E1 N2 N 1-P 1 P1-N2 
Amplitude Flicker Off -0.64 2.54 0.37 3.18 2.17 
Flicker On -1 .04 1.96 0.18 3.00 1.78 
Difference 0.40 0.58 0.19 0.18 0.39 
M cell% -62.5 22.8 51.4 5.66 17.9 
Jj No Acetate N1 ti N2 N 1-P 1 P1-N2 
Latency Flicker Off 69.63 105.88 169.33 36.25 63.45 
Flicker On 71 .14 110.41 179.90 34.74 69.49 
Difference 1.51 4.53 10.57 -1.51 6.04 
M cell% 2.16 4.28 6.24 -4.17 9.52 
JJ Turquoise x2 N.1 E1 N2 N 1-P 1 P1-N2 
Latency Flicker Off 67.61 108.89 177.89 41.28 69.00 
Flicker On 73.66 111 .42 153.72 37.76 42.30 
Difference 6.05 2.53 -24.2 -3.52 -26.7 
M cell% 8.95 2.39 -13.59 -8.53 -38.7 
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jj Goldenrod N1 
Latency Flicker Off 70.63 
Flicker On 72.14 
Difference 1.51 
M cell% 2.14 
MS No Acetate N1 
Latency Flicker Off 70.63 
Flicker On 76.68 
Difference 6.05 
M cell% 8.56 
MS Green N1 
Latency Flicker Off 72.65 
Flicker On 74.16 
Difference 1.51 
M cell% 2.07 
MS Peach N1 
Latency Flicker Off 73.66 
Flicker On 76.68 
Difference 3.02 
M cell% 4.10 
£.1 N2 
106.89 168.83 
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Effects of Flicker Masking 
The first goal of this study was to replicate and extend the work of 
Lehmkuhle, et. al (26) by showing that a flicker mask would have greater 
affect on the VERs of a normal subject than a dyslexic. The normal 
subject, MS, had large decreases in amplitudes and increases in latencies 
at all data points produced by flicker masking. However, as predicted by 
Lehmkuhle, et. al., the flicker mask had minimal effect on VER latency and 
amplitudes between N1 and P1 for the diseidetic dyslexic subject. This 
suggests that magnocellular input to the VER occurs early, between the N1 
and P1 data points. It also suggests that diseidetic dyslexics may be 
suffering, at least in part, from an early magnocellular pathway defect 
and not only from higher cortical level dysfunction. 
To extend the work of Lehmkuhle, et al., the percentage of change in 
VER input due to the masking stimulus was calculated to indicate a 
relative measure of magnocellular function. The relative percentage of M 
pathway input to the VER as calculated from latency differences at N1-P1 
was estimated to be 8% for the normal subject and 4% for the dyslexic 
subject. P1-N2 latency difference was found to be much larger in the 
normal subject than in the dyslexic. This result was an effect of removal 
of M cell input, and may be P cell persistence in the cortex. 
The percentage of VER amplitude contributed by functioning M cells 
revealed by the mask was 40-46% for the normal subject and 11-13% for 
the dyslexic subject. Because the VER amplitude was much larger than its 
anatomical representation in the optic tract in normal subjects (about 
20% if the tract fibers are M type), magnocellular function was shown to 
have a significantly enhanced effect on visual cortex processing. 
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These results allowed speculation of the relationship between the 
parvocellular and magnocellular . pathways found in the VER. The removal 
of the M pathway input to the. VE R by the flicker mask caused decreased 
amplitudes and latency differences between N1 and P1. The removal of 
early VER M cell input occurs concurrently with increased latency 
differences between P1 and N2, and diminished P1-N2 amplitude. This 
could be explained if it is assumed that initial M cell input arrives 
between the N1 and P1 data points, and that it has an inhibitory effect on 
later cortical processing. Freed from inhibitory magnocellular input, the 
P1-N2 latency differences increase, and P1-N2 amplitudes decrease 
because of sustained P cell processing. 
COLORED ACETATES 
The second goal of this study was to determine whether the use of 
colored overlays would make the VE Rs of the dyslexic subject more like 
those of a normal individual. lrlen acetate overlays produced no 
enhancement of magnocellular pathway function as measured in the VERs 
for the normal subject without a flicker mask . . The VER data points were 
consistent in amplitude and latency, even when overlay colors changed. 
When lrlen overlays were doubled, the decreased luminance and/or 
contrast had detrimental effects on the VER of the normal subject. There 
was no correspondence between the normal subject's personal preference 
and his VER results. Therefore, lrlen overlays had no beneficial effect on 
the normal reader's VER signal. 
The flicker masking stimulus induced a temporary magnocellular 
defect in the normal subject, causing all VER data points to change with 
different overlay colors. During flicker masking, the largest increase in 
magnocellular function as assessed by the VER recording correlated . with 
the normal subject's personal overlay color preference. With the 
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beneficial overlay, the normal subject's VER had an increased N 1-P 1 
latency difference, an increased N1-P1 amplitude, a decreased P1-N2 
latency difference, and an increased P1-N2 amplitude. This was similar 
to the results produced by the magnocellular defective subject without 
the flicker mask. Normal subjects, with induced magnocellular defects 
from the flicker mask, give VER responses that are very similar to those 
of a subject with an M cell deficit. Therefore, M cell defects can show 
potentiation and realignment of VE R signal with the proper overlay color. 
With the beneficial lrlen overlay, the magnocellular defective 
subject showed changes in the VER that corresponded to improvement in 
magnocellular function. Without flicker masking, the M cell defective 
subject displayed a great deal of variability in N1-P1 and P1-N2 
amplitudes and N 1-P 1 and P 1-N2 latency differences with different 
colored overlays. The largest increase in magnocellular function in the 
VER recording correlated with his subjectively preferred overlay, and was 
evidenced by increased N 1-P 1 latency difference, increased N1-P1 
amplitude, decreased P1-N2 latency difference, increased P1-N2 
amplitude, and increased latency and amplitude M cell percentages. The 
double turquoise acetate raised N1-P1 M cell contribution to the VER from 
12% without an overlay, to above 40%. This change placed JJ's M cell 
percentage equivalent to the normal subject's level of functioning. 
Magnocellular input of the non-preferred goldenrod overlay increased to 
over 16%. With the appropriate overlay colors, the VER became more 
"normal," with higher M cell percentages, realigned N1, P1, and N2 data 
point relationships, and increased VER amplitudes. 
The increase in magnocellular input into the VER signal due to the 
use of colored overlays suggests that potentiation of the M cell pathway 
is possible. This data indicates that some of the effects of colored 
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overlays on "Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome" symptoms may be explained 
through the modification of M cell processing. The use of the VER to 
objectively assess magnocellular defects, and possibly diagnose SSS is 
therefore possible. 
If these results can be replicated with a large population sample of 
magnocellular defective subjects, the use of colored acetates to modify 
magnocellular signals to the visual cortex, although highly controversial, 
can be validated as a treatment technique. 
Even though the VER data showed marked improvement and he 
personally favored the beneficial acetate, JJ doesn't use them or the lrlen 
spectacles he received. The net effects of these filters should have 
immediately re-established a more normal temporal processing 
relationship between the M and P pathways by increasing amplitudes and 
realigning latencies. However, this new processing in the visual cortex by 
itself didn't seem to cause remediation of the effects of the M cell defect. 
JJ over his lifetime may have developed alternate ways to cope with his 
diseidetic dyslexia, and these coping mechanisms probably caused the 
filters to have little use for him. . Realization of the full effect of the 
colored filter may be partially dependent on subjects learning how to 
interpret the newly realigned visual signals their cortex is receiving. 
This may entail relearning visual skills that were first learned utilizing 
misaligned pathway signals. Therefore diagnosis and treatment of a 
magnocellular problem with colored overlays maybe only a part of dealing 
with a congenital problem. 
Luminance: 
Luminance factors involving the different overlay colors are 
addressed in Appendix 1. It has been shown that part of the effect of lrlen 
acetate overlays is due to the reduction of light transmission through the 
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overlay. This factor may be as important as the overlay color in 
modification of M cell function. It was also shown that the magnocellular 
defective subject had increased sensitivity to small variation in 
luminance as measured by the VER. Subjects with congenital 
magnocellular defects may be more susceptible to this effect, but induced 
magnocellular defects produced by flicker masking have shown similar 
luminance sensitivity. Doubling of the density of the acetates did not 
affect the normal subject without flicker masking, · but did affect the 
magnocellular defective subject. 
The effect of luminance on subjects with magnocellular defects may 
explain why these people are greatly influenced by background luminance, 
and prefer reading in darkened environments. The lower luminance levels 
may tend to realign the M and P pathways in such individuals. Using 
Wratten neutral density filters to produce the same luminosity as the 
various acetates would show this effect, as would using luminance 
balanced color filters during VER recordings. 
lrlen overlays have a diffusing coating on one side that decreases 
contrast and blurs letters. The resulting decrease in parvocellular input 
to the cortex may have occurred in the normal subject. This was shown by 
decreased N1~P1 and P1-N2 amplitudes and N1-P1 and P1-N2 latencies. 
Although previous studies by Williams, et al., have shown that blurring the 
retinal image with plus lenses increases a reading disabled subject's 
performance, it was clear from our data that parvocellular function was 
not decreased by the overlays in the magnocellular defective subject. (46) 
The pattern found in JJ was that all data points increased, N1-P1 latency 
differences increased, and P1-N2 latency differences decreased with the 
double turquoise acetate These results suggested magnocellular 
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potentiation, and not parvocellular degradation. Use of overlays without 
the diffusing filter would help resolve the effect of color. 
The absol·ute effect of the lrlen overlays in magnocellular 
functioning was found to be due to color and luminosity, and it has been 
shown that they cause significant changes in the magnocellular processing 
of a diseidetic dyslexic. This result alone may begin to allow the 
development of more objective and scientific approaches to remediation 
of magnocellular defects, as well as creating a plausible explanation why 
the effects of lrlen lenses difficult to quantify. Only through the use of 
objective measures testing, like the VER, will the efficacy of lrlen 
colored lens therapy be proven or disproven. 
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Appendix 
Luminance Data 
Luminance: Amplitude Without Flicker Masking 
To show any effects due to the differing luminance characteristics 
of single and double acetates, VERs were recorded with single and doubled 
overlays of each subject 's most beneficial acetate. 
Without the flicker mask, MS showed little difference in amplitude 
between the no acetate and the single green condition. With the double 
green acetate, his amplitudes fell slightly. 
JJ, without the flicker mask, showed that luminance levels effected 
the VER amplitudes. His VER amplitudes increased in ascending order with 
the single turquoise acetate, the double turquoise acetate, and without an 
acetate condition. 
Luminance: Flicker mask amplitudes 
In the flicker mask condition, MS's data were greatly influenced by 
the luminance changes produced by doubling the overlays. His amplitudes 
decreased all points except at P1-N2 with the double green acetate . The 
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flicker mask, and it's induced magnocellular defect, caused MS to have a 
higher sensitivity to small differences in luminance than was seen 
without the flicker mask. This is exactly the pattern seen with JJ 
without the flicker mask. As seen in Table 2, the largest change in N1-P1 
and P1-N2 amplitudes occurred with the double green overlay. 
Increased sensitivity to small differences in luminance produced by 
the flicker masking stimulus was also seen in JJ. With the flicker mask, 
JJ showed large differences in response with varied stimulus luminances. 
Again, the single turquoise had the largest amplitude, then the no acetate, 
and finally the double acetate condition. As seen in Table 2, the greatest 
change in the amplitudes occurred for the double turquoise, the no acetate, 
and finally, the single turquoise acetate. Since the purpose of the overlay 
is to enhance M cell function, the largest change in M cell function due to 
overlay density between flicker masking conditions would be produced by 
the double turquoise overlay. 
JJ MASK OFF 
TURQUOISE x2 
TURQUOISE x 1 
NO OVERLAY 
JJ MASK ON 
TURQUOISE x2 



























































































MS showed a gradual decrease in N1-P1 and P1-N2 latency 
differences, and an increase in N1 latency with doubling of overlays. N1-
P1 and P1-N2 latency differences were reduced with decreasing 
luminance, suggesting that normal individuals have an overall decrease in 
VER signal with dimmer stimuli. Early and late stages of the VER were 
effected similarly, indicating that parvocellular pathway and 
magnocellular pathway may have been affected equally by the increasing 
density of the overlays. 
JJ showed a gradual increase in N1-P1 and P1-N2 times and a 
decrease in N 1 latency with doubled overlays. N 1 latency time decreased 
with increasing turquoise overlay density. Increased time between N1 and 
P1 suggests the possibility of M cell potentiation with overlays. With the 
single turquoise overlay, the N1-P1 and P1-N2 latency differences both 
increased. This suggests that M cell contribution between N1 and P1 was 
increased, but that late VER processing (presumably P cell persistence) 
was not reduced. This is quite different from the effect produced by the 
double turquoise overlay, for which the increase in N 1-P 1 latency 
difference is followed by a decrease in P1-N2 latency difference. The 
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increase in early VER latency difference, presumably from M cell 
contribution, corresponded with a reduction in late VER latency 
differences, presumably from decreasing parvocellular persistence. These 
results suggest that the luminance effect in JJ was possibly caused by 
increases in latency differences early in the VER that then reduced later 
processing latency times. Therefore, the effect of increasing the density 
of overlays for JJ may have been mediated by the magnocellular pathway. 
JJ MASK OFF 
TURQUOISE X 2 
TURQUOISE x 1 
NO OVERLAY 
JJ MASK ON 
TURQUOISE x 2 










Table 3. Luminance: Latency 
lli p 1_ 1::!2 
67.61 108.89 177.89 









































































Luminance: Flicker masking latency 
MS's latencies during flicker masking changed with different 
densities of the overlays. With the double green overlays, his N1-P1 
latency difference decreased while his P1-N2 latency difference time 
increased. This pattern was not considered to be beneficial to 
magnocellular function because the N 1-P 1 latency difference was 
diminished while the P1-N2 latency difference was increased. With the 
single green acetate, N 1-P1 latency difference increased, while the P1-N2 
latency difference decreased. This pattern indicates some beneficial 
effect on the magnocellular function, because changes early in the VER 
correlated with large reductions in latency of the late VER stages. 
JJ had changes in latency during flicker masking with different 
densities of overlays. As seen in Table 3, the greatest change in the 
amplitudes occurred for the double turquoise overlay. The next largest 
change was found to be without an overlay, and a single turquoise overlay 
produced the smallest change. With the single turquoise acetate, the N1-
P 1 latency difference decreased, but the P 1-N2 latency difference 
increased. This is quite different from the double turquoise acetate, for 
which the increase in N1-P1 latency difference was followed by a 
decrease in P1-N2 latency difference. Therefore, the doubling of acetates 
and the increasing of the density of the color can influence the magnitude 
of the effect found with an acetate for an individual with magnocellular 
defects. 
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